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Abstract- This work proposed a built-in self-test (BIST) implementation of the 8-bit coarse flash stage is nontrivial,
strategy for DAC linearity test by utilizing the deterministic and the large power and area consumption make this BIST
dynamic element matching (DDEM) technique in a common method less practical. In this work, the resolution of the
flash ADC. DDEM technique allows low-resolution and low- coarse stage is reduced to 6 bits, which is a great reduction in
accuracy ADCs work as test devices. In order to provide high design complexity, while the same testing performance is
resolution/accuracy test abilities, a fine quantization stage and maintained by adding a low-resolution, easy-to-implement
an input dithering DAC are incorporated. In this paper, the dithering DAC at the input of the ADC. Thanks to the
architecture of the test system and the test procedure are simpler implementation, the proposed technique is much
described. The test performance is analyzed theoretically and more suitable for BIST applications. The rest of the paper isverified by numerical simulation. Simulation results show that organized as follows. Section II briefly discusses DACs'
a two-step flash ADC composed of a 6-bit coarse DDEM stage

v

and a 6-bit fine stage, plus an incorporated 5-bit dithering nonlinear error and the statistical test of data converters.
DAC, with linearity of all the blocks no more than 6 bits, is Section III describes the proposed test structure and
capable of testing 14-bit DACs. algorithm as well as the theoretical analysis on test

performance. Section VI talks about simulation results and
Section V concludes the paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the continuous development in VLSI techniques, II. DACs' LINEARITY TEST
more and more applications are pushing the speed and A DAC's linearity performance can be characterized by
accuracy requirement of data converters: most applications its differential nonlinearity (DNL) and integral nonlinearity
in communications need DACs with more than I0-bit (INL) [3]. For each input code k, DNL(k) and INL(k) are
resolution and at least IOOMSPS update rate; for digital defined as
audio and some industrial applications, the resolution
requirements of DACs are even higher. As s result, testing DNL(k) =Vk+1 - -1
these data converters has become one of the most LSB (1
challenging problems in the area of analog and mixed-signal

I Vk -VO - k
(AMS) test [1], because source signals and test equipments LSB (2)
used in test usually need higher precision than devices under w V
test, which makes designing test devices an even more aher lst sana tpbt L ithe- ideal voltg,
difficult task. and the least significant bit LSB iS the ideal voltage

increment defined by the end point fit line, which can be
To reduce design complexity, techniques that can provide expressed as

accurate testing results by using inaccurate analog V - v
components have been investigated. A new built-in self-test LSB = 2-1 °
(BIST) technique using an ADC with deterministic dynamic -1 (3)
element matching (DDEM) to test DACs' linearity was As shown in (2) and (3), the DNL and INL of a DAC can be
proposed on ISCAS 2005 [2]. In [2], a two-step DDEM flash characterized by estimations of Vk-Vo.
ADC with an 8-bit DDEM coarse stage and a 6-bit fine stage Conventionally DAC testing requires a high-resolution
was simulated and proved to be capable of testing 14-bit high-accuracy ADC as a test device. Assume the ADC's
DACs. Flash structure was utilized because of its large
bandwidth and good compatibility with DDEM technique. l --l--- l l l lLI
However, the area, power consumption and input TEO Vo TDo+1 TDk Vk TDk+1 T>
capacitance introduced by the comparators of a flash ADC Figure 1. Relative position of input voltage Vkwith respect to ADC
increase exponentially with the resolution. Therefore, the transition points
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digital output codes for inputs VO and Vk are Do and Dk, overall distribution.
respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 where Tk indicates the keh
trnito pon of th ADC Ths th esiato ofV*Vr Assume there are N resistors in the loop. P is selected toDransiionasoindicate the nDCThumr oeAstrmantion po int be one of the submultiples ofN, i.e. q=N/P is an integer. TheDk-Dob also ndVcates the number of trinhitog ts proposed DDEM technique chooses P different R-strings by
betweenV.and V.This is similar to that in histogm teach time opening one of P switches which are uniformlyan ADC the number of the ADC's inputs that result in a . . th

particular output code is used as an estimation of the width distritbe almost equally used. Fig. 2 shows the resistorof the code bin. In order to reduce DAC testing errors the loop ca be ast equallyused.xig.i2 howsto
test ADC needs higher resolution than that of the DAC under loop of a 4-bit ADC as a simple example to explain how to
test and uniformly distributed transition points. Due to ap DDEM to cobtainrdiffeen Rtn. There are tal

mimths thi reurmn is very...chlegn 16 resistors and comparators in the ADC. Assume P=4 andcomponent . q=N/P=4, then we can generate four different R-strings byespecially when the DAC under test has a high resolution. .
o

An alternative approach is to use a bunch of low opuenng one of the switches S
h
S5 Sg andSC 3 For each

resolution/accuracy ADCs and make the overall transition otputodpofnth DDEMflashiAc,iwe have. Fortransition oi1nts from different switchin patterns. Forpoints conform to the requirement: with high resolution and
m l

uniformly distributed. Then the total number of the transition example, by opening S( (or S5,,SgS13) and closingStr and
points between two input voltages can still be used to pi-t(or Spand S5, Sg+ andSo ,S]3p and 5131) the transition
estimate the voltage difference. As has been explained in [2], p c t
DDEM can provide ADCs with desired transition points. (V - Vref-(rl + r2 + r3 + r4 + r5 (4)

Rtotal
III. PROPOSED BIST TECHNIQUE (V f Vr-Ve )( )(5)

The description of the proposed BIST method for DAC T5 R (r-+r6+r7+r +r9
nonlinearity testing in this section are divided into three (V -V )
parts. The first subsection illustrates the implementation of T VRe ) (r9 +rO + rll + r12 + r3) (6)
DDEM in flash ADC and the DDEM algorithm. The second Rtotal
part explains the whole BIST system design. Theoretical T54=(Vre+ V6)(re 3+ r +r +r +,rl (7)
analysis is given in the third part. Rtotal

where Vrejf and Vref are reference voltages and Rtotal is the
A. DDEMImplementation in Flash ADC total resistance of the R-string, which is assumed to be a

The structure of the flash ADC with DDEM was constant for all the four R-strings.
discussed in [2]. Different from typical flash ADCs, all the
resistors are connected as a loop through switches, as shown B. BISTStructure for DAC Testing
in Fig. 2. By opening one switch in the loop and connecting The general structure of the two-step DDEM flash ADC
the two broken ends to reference voltages, a resistor string is has been described in [2], as shown in Fig. 3. Different from
formed to generate transition voltages, which are sent out for the structure in [2], the sample and hold stage is removed.
comparison. P switching patterns are applied to the resistor When test is operating, the inputs of the ADC are step
loop to construct different R-strings. P, denoted as iteration outputs of DACs under test, which compensate for the time
parameter, is also the number of digital outputs associated to delay in the coarse stage automatically. Therefore, the design
one analog input. Due to resistance variations, P different complexity is significantly reduced. The full-scale input
sets of ADC transition points can have a nearly uniform range of the fine stage is equivalent to 2LSB of the coarse

stage for over-range protection. The offset voltage shifts
inputs of the fine stage to the middle of its input range to

S16 '2 compensate for the effect of comparator offsets.
r16

S15155 r2 OX3. Concerning the amount of power consumption, area, and
1+ Si- input capacitance introduced by the comparators, the

81 r14 ref+ r3 resolution of the coarse stage is reduced to from 8 bits in [2]
Vr-

r13 Si- \ s5+ r4 Offset voltage

5131 , 0 t t S51 from DAC output | Coarse fi- it _ 1+ +f D Fine n -bit

r12 513+r5 DDEM Flash - + am+~~~~ADCFlash ADO
2 S134 V i 65 T5 RearrangementS12&' \T~~~~~~~/ /N Parameter T I/ l l n

S12 n,nril~~~~~~~~~~r
r10 r7t5A 1Ou

Figure 3. Block diagram of the two-step DDEM flash ADC
Figure 2. Resistor ioop of a 4-bit DDEM flash ADC with P =4
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voltage r' and quantization noise of the fine stage. So for jth
Rearrangement lo 2P switching pattern, the measurement of the input V1, mi is

7 ~~~~~Output Code

TwCo-step DDEM DSP = d +d, = lid +r +e¢=12 D (11)InputTest ~~~~~Flash ADO Block C f- c,dlj Q J'

Input Codesfi where 'Q is the quantization error of the fine stage. The
DAC Unde Tet nd-bit
andDitherDACUnderTes measurement of V, is taken as the average of the P outputnd DAC codes of the two-step ADC as

Figure 4. Block diagram of the proposed BIST scheme p P

to 6 bits. To make the scheme still suitable for high- mi -Z( >+rdc +1
resolution test, an input dithering DAC is incorporated with =1 P i=' (12)
the DDEM ADC. Fig. 4 illustrates the structure of the TO + 1 d 'd
proposed BIST system. The output of the dithering DAC is - c,k TCdc Q
added to the output of the DAC under test, and the sum is Using the equality of (9) and (10), (12) is rewritten and the
taken as the input to the DDEM ADC. The full-scale output estimation error can be expressed as
range of the dithering DAC is adjustable and small P P
comparing to the ADC input range, e.g. several LSBs of the e m/ - V+ (13)
coarse stage. This ensures the shifted DAC output signal is P j=1 P j=1

t

still covered by the effective part of DDEM ADC input where INL'(dJ) is the integral nonlinearity error of the jth
range. switching pattern of the coarse flash ADC at transition point

TC di * The definitions of the differential and integral
C. Theoritical Analysis and OptimizationC TheoriticalAnalysis andOptimizationnonlinearity errors provide the following relationships:Assume V, is the input analog voltage, which represents
the summation of the DAC output and the dithering voltage. INL(k) DNL(i)' (14)
Firstly, let us evaluate the estimation of the voltage Vi by i=
using the two-step DDEM ADC. To get the measurement mi N (15)
of V1, we average all the P digital outputs dij, d1,2 ... d1,p as EDNL(i) 0'

1 P (8) where N is the number of resistors. Then, (13) can be
mi = p E d, y rewritten as

id id idpTj=1jf TC1I'TC,'2 TC -i are the ideal voltage transition points of 1 1 dJ1 P
e~m-V YDNL(16)Ythe coarse stage, where N = 2n1 is the resolution of the coarse j= t=- p Q

stage, the input analog signal can be accurately expressed as With proposed DDEM switching method, DNL(k)s of the
V=Td+r (9) coarse stage satisfy

Where Tck- is the nearest ideal transition point smaller than V1, E DNLJ (t) = S X DNL' (i) =O (17)

ri is the residual voltage by subtracting Tck from V, The j=1 t=1 =r1 isIthe residual voltage by subtracting T~ from V1. The The expression of the estimation error can be reduced to
position of the input signal V, is illustrated in Fig. 5. 1 p d,-s*q 1

=M Iy ~~~~~~~~(18)Assume for the input V, the digital outputs of the coarse - p p
212 P j=1 ~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t=1 =DDEM ADC are d ,d , ,df, and /t,r1, ,r" are the Therefore, the first term in (18) is reduced to the summation

residual voltages which will be estimated by the fine stage of a set of non-repeating DNL(k)s, the maximum value of
with a reasonable accuracy. Then the input analog Vi can also which should be comparable to the INL of the original coarse
be represented as stage, INLc. It is noted that this term is approximately

V

' +
1
1 ), periodic with a period of q LSB of the coarse stage. In

V ed +rcJ,j=1,2, P, (10) addition, the estimation error indicates the INL(k) of the
where Tj is the transition level corresponding to the th overall transition points. Assume the quantization error is

j I
small. The INL(k) of the overall transition points also has the

output code dc 1n estimation, the coarse output code dc same period as the first term. With the input dithering DAC,
represents the voltage value of the ideal transition point J7§TI, whose full-scale input is equal to this period, the estimation

error can be further reduced. The procedure that we measure
and the fine output code df is the summation of the residual the dither shifted inputs in a period of the overall INL(k) is

similar to that we shift INL(k) of the coarse stage in DDEM
iFri X to cancel the estimation error, and the maximum estimation

v1< error is still comparable to INLc. Thus, the estimation error
with the dithering DAC can be expressed as

Figure 5. Input voltage relative to ideal transition points
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Figure 6. Linearity ofthe original coarse stage flash ADC Figure 8. Estimated INLs vs true INLs of 100 14-bit DACs tested by
100 DDEM ADC transition points

e102EOB + 12AOB (19) With P=32,the quantization error is calculated to belessP,,~FNBpNC25d p E ithan 16-bit level. The test performnance of the specified
where ENOBd is the effective number of bits of the dithering system can be roughly equivalent to fltest=5±5±5=15 bits.
DAC. Therefore, it should be capable of testing a 14-bit DAC. Fig.

7 shows that with the above configuration the maximum
With the quantization error term much less than the first INL(k) estimation error is about 0.5LSB in 14-bit level and

term, the test performance of the whole system can be theINL error isO0.1J36JLSB.
calculated as

In order to validate the robustness of the algorithm,
ntest ENOBC + log2 P + ENOBd, (20) different DDEM ADCs are implemented. In this simulation,

where ENOBc =n1-log2INLc-1 is the effective number of bits we use 100 different DDEM ADCs, which have the same
of the coarse stage. To optimize the parameters, at first the configuration and accuracy as that in the former simulation,
resolution of the fine stage should be chosen so that the to test 100 different 14-bit DACs. Fig. 8 shows the
quantization error is small comparing to the desired test relationship between the estimated INL values of different
performance. Then the resolution of the coarse stage, the DACS and the true values, where the estimation errors are in
value of P and the resolution of the dithering DAC are the range from -0.2425LSB to 0.3893LSB and the INLs ofthe
selected according to (20). DACs are in the range from 4LSB to J8LSB. The results

show that with P equal to 32 and a 5-bit dithering DAC, the
proposed two-step DDEM ADC is capable of testing 14-bit

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS DACs.
To verify the proposed structure and the previous

analysis, simulations in MATLAB are carried out. In V. CONCLUSIONS
simulation, a 14-bit DAC is modeled as the device under
test. The test system has a 6-bit coarse stage, a 6-bit fine This work focuses on a new BIST scheme for high-
stage and a 5-bit dithering DAC. The linearity of the coarse resolution DAC testing by using a two-step DDEM flash
stage is less than 5 bits, as shown in Fig. 6. The fine stage ADC with an input dithering DAC incorporated. The
and the dithering DAC are nearly 5-bit linear. The standard structure and operation of the testing circuitiy is described in
deviations of comparator offsets in two stages are more than details. The DDEM technique can be implemented with
0.3LSB ofthe coarse and fine flash stages respectively, simple digital control circuits. The algorithm and the

performance analysis have been validated by numerical
simulations. Simulation results show using this approach, the

5 ' ' ~~~~~~static linearity test of 14-bit DACs can be done with only 5-
O 0 hW>ls' wsvl'__--lwlS-_-"^*'w-^;4.1-.-bit linear ADCs. This test approach has potential for BIST of

5_ . .... f . ...-- _....precision DACs because of the low requirement on ADC
-0 -------------------------------- INL performance and the simple dynamic element matching

-15 | . _ ~~~~~~~~~~~estimationerror|stae y
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 16000

Indices of the 14-b DAC under test
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